(Information Pack Letter)

Dear Mr Smith
At last! A great opportunity to turn your
dreams of a life Down Under into reality…

So you’re thinking of a new life in Australia or New Zealand? You’re
not alone! According to a recent poll, the number of people
considering emigration and working abroad runs into m i l l i o n s !

For many, the economic downturn has had a big influence on this.
The outlook for the UK economy is gloomy. For Australia and New
Zealand, it’s pretty good!

That means competition for the limited number of immigrant places
will be intense. It also means that the services provided by The
Emigration Group have never been more valuable.
With our help, your dreams of a new life Down Under can easily
become a reality. The main message we want to send out is that the
world is changing – and immigration rules can also change without
notice.

It’s therefore important to secure your visa now, as delaying may
adversely affect your eligibility or options. It’s important too that

you look into the ways The Emigration Group can make sure your
application succeeds!
Our Information Pack is Your Opportunity!
With our help, your dream of living and working in Australia or New
Zealand can become a reality. Each year, around 200,000 trade,
professional and business people do it.
They want to change their lives for the better – in every sense of
the word. It’s a safe bet that you sent for our Information Pack
because you too want a better lifestyle. And you want The
Emigration Group to help you make it happen!
Since 1992, we’ve done exactly that for 10,000 fortunate clients. As
an established professional company – recognised by the Australian
and New Zealand Immigration Authorities – The Emigration Group
know all there is to know about immigration regulations and
employment prospects Down Under.

And since 1992, we’ve maintained close to a 100% success rate in
securing a job and residence or work visa for our clients.

When it comes to taking such a big step in
your life, you’ll want the answers to some
equally big questions…

•

What are your employment prospects?

•

How will you find a job?

•

Are you eligible to migrate?

•

What are Australia and New Zealand r e a l l y like? – and how do
the lifestyles compare with Britain?

We can discuss these face-to-face at your Personal Consultation.
The first step, however, towards a successful application is to make
sure you meet the strict requirements of the immigration
authorities. For this purpose, we have included Assessment and Job
Information Forms with your Pack to establish whether you’re
eligible for a Residence Visa.
You should complete these forms and return them to us with your
payment for £95. This SPECIAL OFFER price also includes a twohour Personal Consultation – either by phone or at our Chester or
London offices. You will usually receive the results of your
Assessment within five days. If favourable, your Consultation is
then arranged.
At The Emigration Group, we are committed to giving you accurate
information and sound advice. We only see people whom we
genuinely believe can benefit from our services – and whose
application will succeed.
The key to taking your emigration application to the next stage is
your Assessment Form. It’s worth spending as much time as you
think is needed to submit complete and accurate answers to every
question.

Should your Assessment not be favourable and we feel we can’t
progress your application, (we will refund your £95 with no further
questions/ OR: your £95 is not refundable???)

By sending for our Information Pack, you’ve taken an
important and decisive step towards realising your dream
of a new life in Australia or New Zealand. We look forward
to receiving your Assessment and Job Information Forms
(and payment for £95). You’ll find the forms in the wallet
at the back of your Information Pack. Meanwhile, if you
have any questions, feel free to call us on 0805 000 0000.
Yours sincerely
Pxxx Axxx

